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ABSTRACT
Early observations of supernovae (SNe) indicate that enhanced mass loss and pre-
SN outbursts occur in progenitors of many types of SNe. We investigate the role of
energy transport via waves driven by vigorous convection during late-stage nuclear
burning of otherwise typical 15M red supergiant SNe progenitors. Using MESA
stellar evolution models including 1D hydrodynamics, we find that waves carry ∼
107 L of power from the core to the envelope during core neon/oxygen burning in
the final years before core collapse. The waves damp via shocks and radiative diffusion
at the base of the hydrogen envelope, which heats up fast enough to launch a pressure
wave into the overlying envelope that steepens into a weak shock near the stellar
surface, causing a mild stellar outburst and ejecting a modest (. 1M) amount of
mass at low speed (. 50 km/s) roughly one year before the SN. The wave heating
inflates the stellar envelope but does not completely unbind it, producing a non-
hydrostatic pre-SN envelope density structure different from prior expectations. In
our models, wave heating is unlikely to lead to luminous type IIn SNe, but it may
account for flash-ionized SNe and some of the diversity seen in II-P/II-L SNe.
Key words:
1 INTRODUCTION
The connection between the diverse population of core-
collapse supernovae (SNe) and their massive star progenitors
is of paramount importance for the fields of both SNe and
stellar evolution. Over the past decade, substantial evidence
has emerged for enhanced pre-SN mass loss and outbursts
in the progenitors of several types of SNe. The inferred mass
loss rates are typically orders of magnitude larger than those
measured in local group massive stars, and the mass loss ap-
pears to systematically occur in the last centuries, years, or
weeks of the stars’ lives. This deepening mystery cannot be
explained by standard stellar evolution/wind theories, and
its solution lies at the heart of the SNe-massive star connec-
tion.
Type IIn SNe provide the most obvious evidence for pre-
supernova mass loss, and it is well known that these SNe
are powered by interaction between the supernova ejecta
and dense circumstellar material (CSM). However, type IIn
SNe are very heterogeneous (Smith 2016 classifies them into
ten subtypes), as some appear to require interaction with
? Email: jfuller@caltech.edu
∼ 10M of CSM ejected in the final years of their pro-
genitor’s life, while others require mass loss rates of only
∼10−4M/yr but lasting for centuries before the explosion
(Smith et al. 2016). These mass loss rates are much larger
than predicted by standard mass-loss prescriptions. In some
cases, pre-SN outbursts resulting in mass ejection have been
observed directly, famous examples being SN 2009ip (which
did not explode until 2012, Margutti et al. 2014; Graham
et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2014), 2010mc (Ofek et al. 2013),
LSQ13zm (Tartaglia et al. 2016), and SN 2015bh (Elias-
Rosa et al. 2016; Tho¨ne et al. 2016; Ofek et al. 2016), which
show resemblance with luminous blue variable (LBV) star
outburts. Pre-SN outbursts now appear to be common for
type IIn SNe (Ofek et al. 2014).
Enhanced pre-SN mass loss has also been inferred from
observations of other types of SNe. Type Ibn SNe (e.g., SN
2006jc which had a pre-SN outburst, Pastorello et al. 2007;
and SN 2015U, Shivvers et al. 2016) show interaction with
He-rich material ejected soon before core-collapse. SN 2014C
was a type Ib SNe that transitioned into a type IIn SNe after
the ejecta collided with a dense shell of H-rich CSM ejected
by its progenitor in its final ∼decades of life (Milisavljevic
et al. 2015; Margutti et al. 2017). Early spectra of type IIb
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SN 2013cu reveal emission lines from a flash-ionized wind
(Gal-Yam et al. 2014) with inferred mass loss rates over
10−3M/yr (Groh 2014). Many bright type II-P/II-L SNe
also show flash-ionized emission lines in early time spectra
indicative of a thick stellar wind (Khazov et al. 2016), while
even relatively normal II-P SNe sometimes exhibit peaks in
their early light curves that may be produced by shock cool-
ing of an extremely dense stellar wind (Moriya et al. 2011;
Morozova et al. 2016). Recently, Yaron et al. (2017) found
that the otherwise normal type II-P SN2013fs showed emis-
sion lines only within the first several hours after explosion,
indicating that modest mass ejection of ∼ 10−3M in the
final ∼year of the progenitor’s life is common for type II-P
SNe.
One of the most promising explanations for pre-SN
outbursts and mass loss was proposed by Quataert & Sh-
iode (2012), who investigated the impacts of convectively
driven hydrodynamic waves during late-phase nuclear burn-
ing. Convectively driven waves are a generic consequence
of convection that are routinely observed in hydrodynamic
simulations. Quataert & Shiode (2012) showed that the vig-
orous convection of late burning stages (especially Ne/O
burning) can generate waves carrying in excess of 107 L
of power to the outer layers of the stars, potentially deposit-
ing more than 1047 erg in the envelope of the star over its
last months/years of life. Figure 1 provides a cartoon pic-
ture of the wave heating process. Shiode & Quataert (2014)
then showed that the wave heating is generally more intense
but shorter-lived in more massive stars, and could occur in
a variety of SN progenitor types. More recently, Quataert
et al. (2016) have examined the effect of super-Eddington
heat deposition (e.g., due to wave energy) near the surface
of a star, showing that the heat can drive a dense wind with
a very large mass-loss rate.
In this paper, we examine wave heating effects in oth-
erwise “typical” MZAMS = 15M red supergiants (RSGs)
that may give rise to type II-P, II-L, or IIn supernovae de-
pending on the impact of wave heating. We quantify how
wave heating alters the stellar structure, luminosity, and
mass-loss rate using MESA simulations (Paxton et al. 2011,
2013, 2015) including the effects of wave heating due to
convectively driven waves. After carbon shell burning, we
use the 1D hydrodynamic capabilities of MESA to account
for the pressure waves, shocks, and hydrodynamic/super-
Eddington mass loss that can result from intense wave heat-
ing.
2 WAVE ENERGY TRANSPORT
2.1 Wave Generation
Gravity waves are low frequency waves that can propagate
in radiative regions of stars where their angular frequency
ω is smaller than the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency N (see Fig-
ure 3). They are excited at the interface between convective
and radiative zones, carrying energy and angular momentum
into the radiative zone which is sourced from the kinetic en-
ergy of turbulent convection. The energy carried by gravity
waves is a small fraction of the convective luminosity, scaling
roughly as (Goldreich & Kumar 1990)
Lwave ∼MconLcon , (1)
Figure 1. Cartoon (not to scale) of wave heating in a red su-
pergiant. Gravity waves are excited by vigorous core convection
and propagate through the outer core. After tunneling through
the evanescent region created by the convective He-burning shell,
they propagate into the H envelope as acoustic waves. The acous-
tic waves damp near the base of the envelope and heat a thin
shell.
where Lcon is the luminosity carried by convection andMcon
is a typical turbulent convective Mach number. In most
phases of stellar evolution,Mcon.10−3 within interior con-
vection zones, and the energy carried by gravity waves is
negligible. Equation 1 has been approximately verified by
multidimensional simulations (Rogers et al. 2013; Rogers
2015; Alvan et al. 2014, 2015; Lecoanet et al. 2015).
Figure 2 shows the quantity Lwave within the interior of
a MZAMS = 15M stellar model from core carbon burning
onward. Details and parameters of our MESA models can
be found in Appendix A. Before carbon shell burning, Lwave
is much less than the surface luminosity of L ' 105 L, and
wave energy transport is negligible. However, after carbon
burning, neutrino cooling becomes very efficient within the
core, which falls out of thermal equilibrium with the en-
velope. To maintain thermal pressure support, burning lu-
minosities increase and become orders of magnitude larger
than the surface luminosity. Convective mach numbers also
increase, and consequently Lwave during late burning phases
can greatly exceed the surface luminosity, allowing wave en-
ergy redistribution to produce dramatic effects.
To estimate wave luminosities in our 1D models, we
proceed as follows. First, we calculate Lwave at each radial
coordinate as shown in Figure 2. Next, we calculate a char-
acteristic wave angular frequency at each radial coordinate
via
ωcon = 2pi
vcon
2αMLTH
, (2)
where
vcon =
[
Lcon/(4piρr
2)
]1/3
, (3)
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Figure 2. Kippenhahn diagram of our MZAMS = 15M model
from carbon burning through silicon burning. Shading indicates
the wave energy luminosity Lwave = MconLcon each convective
zone is capable of generating, and zones are labeled by the ele-
ment they burn. Purple regions are stably stratified regions where
convectively excited gravity waves may propagate.
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Figure 3. Propagation diagram for our model during core oxy-
gen burning, showing the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency N and the
` = 1 Lamb frequency L1. Vigorous convection in the core excites
waves of frequency ωwave∼ 5×10−3 rad/s that propagate through
the core as gravity waves. The waves must tunnel through one or
two evanescent zones before penetrating into the stellar envelope
as acoustic waves, where their energy is dissipated into heat.
is the RMS convective luminosity according to mixing length
theory (MLT), αMLT is the mixing length parameter, and H
is a pressure scale height. The turbulent mach number is
Mcon = vcon/cs, where cs is the adiabatic sound speed.
Remarkably, these estimates of convective velocities and
turnover frequencies typically match those seen in 3D simu-
lations of a variety of burning phases (e.g., Meakin & Arnett
2007a; Alvan et al. 2014; Couch & Ott 2015; Lecoanet et al.
2016; Jones et al. 2017) to within a factor of two.
In reality, a spectrum of waves with different angular
frequencies ω and angular wavenumbers k⊥ =
√
l(l + 1)/r
are excited by each convective zone, where l is the spher-
ical harmonic index of the wave. Rather than model the
wave spectrum, we find the maximum value of ωcon (usually
located a fraction of a scale height below the zone’s outer ra-
dius), and assume that all the wave power is put into waves
at this frequency
ωwave = ωcon,max , (4)
and angular wave numbers l = 1. Simulations show that re-
alistic wave spectra are peaked around ω = ωwave and l = 1,
even for fairly thin shell convection like that in the Sun
(see Alvan et al. 2014), at least for waves not immediately
damped, so these approximations are reasonable. Waves at
lower frequencies are typically much more strongly damped,
while waves at higher frequencies contain much less power.
Waves at higher values of l contain comparable or less power
and are more strongly damped, so we ignore their contribu-
tion. At each time step in our simulations, we find the radial
location of ωmax within the core (usually located within the
innermost convective burning zone), and then compute vcon,
ωwave, and Lwave at that point using equations 1, 2, and 3.
2.2 Wave Propagation and Dissipation
The next step is to calculate how waves of frequency ωwave
and l = 1 will propagate and dissipate within the star. Typ-
ical waves at ω = ωwave during late burning phases are grav-
ity waves in the core of the star, but in the envelope they
are acoustic waves (see Figure 3). In order to propagate into
the envelope, the waves must tunnel through one or more
intervening evanescent zones, the largest of which is often
created by the convective helium burning shell. Apart from
wave evanescence, we ignore wave interactions with convec-
tion in these regions because their convective energy fluxes
and turnover frequencies are generally much smaller than
the core convection that launches the waves, although some
interaction may take place. Before tunneling out of the core,
the waves may reflect multiple times and can be damped
by neutrino emission or by breaking near the center of the
star, dissipating some of their energy within the core. In
Appendix B, we provide details of how to calculate these
effects in order to determine the fraction of wave energy fesc
which is able to escape from the core and propagate into the
envelope as acoustic waves.
The wave energy that heats the envelope is then
Lheat = ηfescLwave . (5)
Here, η is an efficiency parameter (with nominal value η = 1
unless stated otherwise) we will adjust to explore the depen-
dence of our results on the somewhat uncertain wave flux.
We find typical values of fesc∼0.5 during core neon/oxygen
burning, and fesc∼0.1 during shell burning phases because
more wave energy is lost by tunneling into the core. We do
not compute the effect of wave heating within the core be-
cause its binding energy is much larger than integrated wave
heating rates, and because neutrinos can efficiently remove
much of this thermal energy.
Figure 4 shows the nuclear energy generation rate Lnuc
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Figure 4. Luminosity of our MZAMS = 15M stellar model
in its final century before core-collapse. The red line shows the
observable surface luminosity, while the black line is the nuclear
energy generation rate. A small fraction of this energy is converted
into waves which propagate out of the core. The value of Lheat is
the wave heating rate at the base of the hydrogen envelope.
(not including energy carried away by neutrinos) of our stel-
lar model as a function of time, along with the envelope wave
heating rate Lheat and the surface luminosity Lsurf . Impor-
tant burning phases are labeled. Although the fraction of
nuclear energy converted into waves that escape the core is
generally very small (< 10−3), the value of Lheat can greatly
exceed Lsurf . In our models, Lsurf remains smaller than Lheat
during later burning phases because most of the wave heat
remains trapped under the H envelope and is not radiated
by the photosphere, which we discuss more in Section 3.
After determining Lheat, we must determine where
within the envelope the wave energy will damp into ther-
mal energy. This calculation is detailed in Section B3, where
we calculate wave damping via thermal diffusion and de-
scribe how we add wave heat into our stellar model. The
most important feature of diffusive wave damping is that
it is strongly dependent on density and sound speed, with
a characteristic damping mass Mdamp∝ ρ3 (equation B25).
In RSGs, the density falls by a factor of ∼ 106 from the
helium core to the base of the hydrogen envelope (see Fig-
ure 6). Hence, acoustic waves at frequencies of interest are
essentially undamped in the helium core but quickly damp
as they propagate into the hydrogen envelope, and they al-
ways thermalize their energy in a narrow shell of mass at
the base of the hydrogen envelope.
In the late stages of preparing this manuscript, Ro &
Matzner (2016) demonstrated that acoustic waves will gen-
erally steepen into shocks before damping diffusively, caus-
ing them to thermalize their energy deeper in the star. Using
their equation 6 and calculating wave amplitudes from the
value of Lheat, we find shock formation in our models occurs
at somewhat larger (by a factor of a few) density than ra-
diative diffusion, but at very similar mass coordinates and
overlying binding energies. The reason is that the density
cliff at the edge of the He core promotes both shock forma-
tion and diffusion. We therefore suspect that wave energy
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Figure 5. Integrated wave energy deposited outside of the core
(starting from core carbon burning) as a function of time until
core collapse, for three different heating efficiencies η. The dashed
black line shows the total binding energy of the hydrogen envelope
(in a model not including wave heating). The dotted black line
is the binding energy of the outer solar mass of the envelope (see
Figure 6).
thermalization via shock formation will only marginally af-
fect our results, but we plan to account for it in future work.
Our wave heating calculations during shell Ne/O burn-
ing and core Si burning are less reliable due to an inade-
quate nuclear network in our models, and increasing wave
non-linearity. These burning phases occur less than an enve-
lope dynamical time before core collapse, giving waves little
time to alter envelope structure. For these reasons, we do not
closely examine these phases in this work, but large wave lu-
minosities during these phases may affect some progenitors.
3 EFFECTS ON PRE-SUPERNOVA
EVOLUTION
In our models, wave heating is most important during late C-
shell burning, core Ne burning, and core O burning. To quan-
tify the effects of wave heating on the pre-SN state of the
stellar progenitor, we construct MESA models and evolve
them from the main sequence to core-collapse. At each time
step, we add wave heat Lheat as described in Section 2 and
Appendix B. Just before C burning, we utilize the 1D hy-
drodynamic capabilities of MESA (see Appendix A) which
is essential for capturing the non-hydrostatic dynamics that
result from wave heating.
Relative timescales are important for understanding
wave heating effects. We define a local wave heating
timescale
theat =
c2s
heat
(6)
where heat is the wave heat deposited per unit mass and
time. This can be compared with a thermal cooling timescale
ttherm =
4piρr2Hc2s
L
(7)
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Figure 6. Top: Binding energy integrated inward from the sur-
face of our MZAMS = 15M model just after carbon burning, as
function of mass coordinate. The right axis shows the correspond-
ing density profile just after carbon burning, and during oxygen
burning. Middle: Wave heating rate Lheat(r), integrated from
the center of the star to the local mass coordinate, during oxygen
burning. Essentially all of the wave heat is deposited at the base
of the hydrogen envelope at mass coordinate m ' 5.446M. The
right axis shows the damping mass Mdamp through which the
waves must propagate to be attenuated (equation B25). Mdamp
plummets just outside the core, causing the waves to damp at
that location. Bottom: Dynamical, thermal, and wave heating
timescales as defined in Section 3. The long thermal timescale
above the heating region prevents most wave heat from diffusing
outward. Wave heating causes these timescales to be very short
and comparable to one another in the heating region (inset).
where H is the pressure scale height and L is the local lu-
minosity. We also define a local dynamical time scale
tdyn =
H
cs
. (8)
Finally, all of these should be considered in relation to the
time until core-collapse, tcol.
The first key insight is that wave energy is deposited
at the base of the hydrogen envelope, above which ttherm is
comparable to (but generally larger than) tcol (see Figure 6).
Consequently, wave heat cannot be thermally transported
to the stellar surface before core-collapse, and the surface
luminosity Lsurf is only modestly affected (Figure 4). We
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Figure 7. Internal radial velocity profiles of our model at several
times measured from the start of core Ne burning. The moving
velocity peak arises from the pressure wave that propagates to-
ward the stellar surface, steepening into a weak shock near the
photosphere. This weak shock breakout creates the mild outburst
shown in Figures 8 and 9. Surface velocities are smaller than the
escape speed (vesc∼45 km/s), so the surface expands but remains
bound.
therefore do not expect very luminous (L & 106 L) pre-SN
outbursts to be driven by wave heating in RSGs.
The second key insight is that wave heating timescales
can be very short. In the slow heating regime with theat &
ttherm & tdyn, wave heat can be thermally transported out-
ward without affecting the local pressure. In the moderate
heating regime with ttherm & theat & tdyn, wave heat cannot
be thermally transported outward, but the star can expand
nearly hydrostatically to accomodate the increase in pres-
sure (see discussion in Mcley & Soker 2014). However, we
find wave heating can be so intense that it lies in the dynam-
ical regime theat . ttherm, tdyn. In this case, wave heat and
pressure build within the wave damping region, exciting a
pressure wave which propagates outward at the sound speed
(Figure 7). This pressure wave crosses the stellar envelope
on a global dynamical timescale
tdyn,glob ∼
√
R3
GM
' 0.5 yr (9)
for our stellar model.
In our models, the most important envelope pressure
wave arises from wave heating during core Ne burning and
a third C-shell burning phase (later waves do not reach the
surface before core-collapse). As these pressure waves ap-
proach the surface where the density and the sound speed
drop, they steepen into a weak shock (M . 3). When the
shock wave breaks out of the surface, it produces a sudden
spike in surface temperature and luminosity (see Figures 8
and 9), akin to SN shock breakout (Dessart et al. 2013) but
with much smaller energy, E ∼ 1047 erg. This shock break-
out is similar to that expected from failed SNe in RSGs
Lovegrove & Woosley (2013); Piro (2013), but even less en-
ergetic and luminous, and preceding core-collapse by months
or years. Unlike SNe or failed SNe, the shock in our models
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Figure 8. HR diagrams of our models during the century before core-collapse, for different heating efficiencies η. Stronger wave heating
induces stronger surface shock breakouts, creating more dramatic temperature/luminosity increases.
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radius of our stellar model in its final century. The peak in temper-
ature is produced by the Ne-burning wave heating shock breakout,
followed by subsequent envelope expansion and cooling. The sec-
ond, smaller peak is caused by wave heating during late C-shell
burning.
is not strong enough to unbind the entire RSG envelope,
but it can still drive a small outflow (Mout.1M, see Fig-
ure 11) with speeds comparable to the escape speed vesc.
After shock breakout, the envelope expands and cools, but
is not able to settle back to its quiescent state before core-
collapse, or before a subsequent pressure wave is launched
by a later burning phase.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of our model in the HR
diagram during its last century. The pressure wave break-
out creates a jump in surface temperature and luminosity
followed by envelope expansion and cooling. The rebright-
ening just before core-collapse occurs as a second pressure
wave (driven by wave heating during C-shell burning) ap-
proaches the photosphere. Figure 9 shows the corresponding
evolution in surface temperature and photospheric radius.
Core O-burning produces a markedly different result
from Ne-burning because the wave heating is both stronger
and lasts longer, depositing nearly an order of magnitude
more energy into the envelope (Figure 5). In our models, the
pressure increase in the wave heating region is large enough
to accelerate material upward and out of the heating region
at supersonic velocities (exceeding 103 km/s, see Figure 10)
such that a cooling timescale by advection becomes shorter
than a local dynamical timescale, limiting the buildup of
pressure. This material decelerates when it runs into the
massive overlying envelope.
As mass is accelerated out of the heating region, a pe-
culiar structure develops: a dense helium core surrounded
by an evacuated cavity filled by the low density wind, con-
tained by a higher density but nearly stationary overlying
envelope (Figure 10). In essence, the wave heating blows a
nearly empty bubble at the base of the hydrogen envelope.
As material is blown out of the heating region, it is replaced
by upwelling material from beneath. The heating region digs
down toward the helium core, and the mass coordinate of
the base of the heating region decreases with time. Con-
sequently, wave heat is distributed over a larger amount of
mass (∼10−2M in our models) than it would be otherwise.
The effective heating time (integrated over all mass that has
absorbed wave energy) increases, becoming smaller than a
dynamical time. For this reason, no strong pressure wave is
driven into the envelope. Instead, the bubble inflates slowly,
lifting the overlying envelope nearly hydrostaticly.
We caution that multi-dimensional effects are likely
to drastically alter this scenario and the resulting density
profile of the star, which we discuss further in Section 4.
Nonetheless, the density structure of the RSG may be sub-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 10. Top: Interior mass and velocity as a function of
radial coordinate in our model during core oxygen burning. The
wave heating drives a wind that inflates a bubble of high velocity,
low density material between the helium core and the overlying
hydrogen envelope. Note the significant radial extent but tiny
amount of mass within this evacuated bubble. The high velocity
flows are contained by the massive overlying hydrogen envelope,
a structure which will be modified by multi-dimensional instabil-
ities (Section 4.4). Bottom: Convective, radiative, and advective
energy fluxes in our model, with dashed lines indicating a nega-
tive (inward) energy flux. The magenta line is the integrated wave
heating rate Lheat(r) out to radius r (same as Figure 6 but now
plotted as function of radial coordinate).
stantially altered by wave heating, with likely implications
for the lightcurve of its subsequent SN.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Implications for Subsequent Supernovae
Our results have significant implications for SNe resulting
from RSGs affected by wave heating. We have shown that
waves can deposit ∼1048 erg of energy into the stellar enve-
lope (an amount comparable to its binding energy) in the
last months to years of the star’s life. Because this energy is
negligible compared to the core binding energy, wave heating
is unlikely to greatly alter the core structure or SN explosion
mechanics (also, neutrinos can cool wave heated regions in
the core).
The effect on the envelope structure, however, may be
dramatic. The first crucial event in our models is the pres-
sure wave breakout that results from wave heating during
core Ne burning. For our nominal wave heating efficiency,
a small amount of mass (∼ 10−1M) is ejected at roughly
one half the escape speed (see Figure 11). Much of this mass
falls back toward the star before core-collapse, and the re-
sulting surface structure is neither hydrostatic nor does it
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Figure 11. Top: Density profiles of our MZAMS = 15M mod-
els during core oxygen burning, for different wave heating effi-
ciencies. Dots are the location of the photosphere where τ = 2/3.
Stronger wave heating inflates larger (and lower density) bub-
bles beneath the hydrogen envelope, but Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bilities will likely smooth out much of this structure (Section 4.4).
Middle: Corresponding radial velocity profiles. Bottom: Exte-
rior masses for the same models. Stronger heating ejects more
mass into a circumstellar wind at higher velocities, and to greater
distances above the photosphere.
have a steady wind density profile. However, we also note
that several physical effects in the outflowing envelope ma-
terial (e.g., treatment of convection, radiative transfer, non-
spherical shock fronts, line-driven winds, molecule/dust for-
mation) have not been properly treated in our models, and it
is possible the outflow could have a component with some-
what higher velocity that extends to larger radii. For our
optimistic wave heating efficiency (η = 3), the outburst is
strong enough to eject ∼ 1M at v∼vesc, producing a dense
outflow up to the moment of core-collapse. Nominal outflow
velocities of ∼ 30 km/s and timescales of ∼ 1 yr imply the
CSM is confined within ∼ 1014 cm of the progenitor photo-
sphere at the time of core-collapse.
The second crucial event occurs during core O-burning.
In our models, O-burning inflates an evacuated bubble at
the base of the H-envelope that lifts the overlying envelope
to larger radii. The density structure of the envelope is sub-
stantially altered. The main effects (when plotting density
vs. mass coordinate, see Figure 6) are to increase the en-
velope volume and decrease its density, and to flatten the
density profile of the envelope.
The wave-induced mass ejection events could substan-
tially alter early SN spectra, and are a very compelling
mechanism to produce the growing class of flash-ionized
Type II-P/L SNe (Khazov et al. 2016; Yaron et al. 2017)
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which show recombination lines from CSM at early times.
The wave model predicts large (but not extreme) mass loss
rates of 10−3M/yr. M˙ . 100M/yr, and slow velocities
of v.100 km/s similar to those that have been measured or
inferred. Crucially, the wave model explains why outbursts
occur in the last months or years of the progenitor’s life,
which also accounts for the confinement of the CSM to small
distances from the progenitor.
The altered density structure will also affect the SNe
lightcurve. Shock cooling from a dense wind could create a
faster rise time Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. (2015) that may alle-
viate the tension between measured galactic RSG radii and
the suprisingly small radii inferred from shock cooling mod-
els without a wind (Gall et al. 2015; Rubin et al. 2016). The
dense wind can also create early peaks in type IIP Moriya
et al. (2011); Morozova et al. (2016), and can cause the SNe
to appear more IIL-like (Moriya & Tominaga 2012). Our op-
timistic wave efficiency produces CSM masses and density
profiles similar to those inferred by Morozova et al. (2016),
although our nominal wave efficiency does not appear to
eject mass in a wind-like density profile due to mass fall-
back. Additionally, the flatter density profile of our models
relative to non-heated models (see Figure 6) will result in
a more steeply declining lightcurve (Pejcha & Prieto 2015),
again making the SN more II-L-like. We speculate that the
altered density profile contributes substantially to the ob-
served diversity of type II-P/II-L lightcurves, but more so-
phisticated SN light curve modeling will be needed for de-
tailed predictions.
Supernova shock breakout could appear different from
prior expectations in the presence of wave-induced mass
ejection. In contrast to the steep density profiles near the
photospheres of stellar models, detected shock breakouts
Schawinski et al. (2008); Gezari et al. (2015) appear to
emerge from a more extended photosphere or wind with a
shallower density profile. Wave-induced mass loss can pro-
duce this sort of density structure (Figure 11). However,
even in the absence of wave heating, significant “coronal”
material may exist at the base of the wind-launching region
(Dessart et al. 2017; Moriya et al. 2017) and may also con-
tribute to extended UV shock breakout and the optical SNe
features discussed above.
Finally, it is unlikely that wave heating in “normal”
RSGs will lead to luminous type IIn SNe. The main reason
is that there is not enough time to eject material to large
radii of ∼ 1015 − 1016 cm needed for a luminous IIn event.
Even optimistic ejection speeds of 107 cm/s and durations of
108 s cannot quite propel material to large enough distances
(but see Section 4.7).
4.2 Comparison with Existing Observations
It is well established from pre-SN imaging that most type
II-P SNe arise from RSG progenitors with inferred masses
M.20M (Smartt 2009; Smartt et al. 2009; Van Dyk et al.
2012a; Maund et al. 2014). In many cases, progenitor charac-
teristics have been measured from archival ground-based or
Hubble Space Telescope data that predates the SN by more
than ∼10 years. In such cases, we do not expect wave heat-
ing to significantly impact the appearance of the progenitor
or its inferred mass. However, we encourage caution when
inferring progenitor masses from pre-SN imaging. Our mod-
els predict that progenitors could be more luminous than
expected, causing masses to be overestimated, at least when
pre-SN imaging occurs after the onset of Ne/O burning.
In a few cases (e.g., SN2003gd, Smartt et al. 2004;
SN2004A, Maund et al. 2014, SN2008bk, Van Dyk et al.
2012a; ASASSN-16fq, Kochanek et al. 2017;), pre-explosion
imaging was obtained within a few years of explosion. In
most of these cases the SN progenitor was faint (L<105 L),
and the inferred mass was low (M . 11M), significantly
smaller than the 15M model explored here (the inference
of M ∼17M for the progenitor of SN2012aw by Van Dyk
et al. 2012b; Fraser et al. 2012 has since been revised down-
ward to ≈12M). Note also the convective overshoot in our
model made it behave like a slightly more massive star of
≈17M, compared with other stellar evolution codes with
less internal mixing. Future modeling of low-mass RSG SN
progenitors will be needed to determine whether wave heat-
ing can strongly affect their pre-SN properties. SN2004A was
imaged roughly 3 years before the SN, and was significantly
brighter (and slightly cooler) than some of the other pro-
genitors, possibly arising from a higher mass star (Maund
et al. 2014). We suggest the pre-SN properties of this star
may have been affected by wave heating.
Multi-epoch photometry of the progenitor of ASASSN-
16fq disfavors significant variability like that predicted in
Section 3 (Kochanek et al. 2017). The progenitor was esti-
mated to be low-mass (8M . M . 12M), again signifi-
cantly less massive than our model. These observations indi-
cate that wave heating effects in that star were smaller than
we have predicted for our higher mass model, or that pre-
SN variability/outbursts only occur in a subset of type II-P
progenitors. Preliminary wave heating calculations indicate
that pre-SN variability may be smaller in progenitors with
M ∼ 10M due to longer evolution timescales and lower
wave heating rates. Future work examining wave heating in
lower mass RSG progenitors will be necessary for detailed
observational comparisons.
4.3 Predictions
The strongest prediction of our work is that mild pre-SN out-
bursts will be common in RSG progenitors of type II SNe.
Although we have not explored the entire parameter space of
RSG masses and properties, our otherwise “normal” model
suggests similar effects to those explored here will operate
in many RSGs. In lower mass RSGs, there may be multiple
smaller amplitude outbursts spread over the last ∼decade of
the star’s life due to multiple core burning phases. Higher
mass RSGs are expected to exhibit fewer but larger ampli-
tude outbursts, occurring in the final ∼months of life.
We also predict that most RSG outbursts will exhibit
modest luminosity excursions of less than ∼2 magnitudes.
We expect peak bolometric luminosities to remain under
∼ 106 L. Ejecta masses will likely be small, Mej . 1M,
and with low velocities v . 50 km/s. These mild outbursts
will be missed by most current transient surveys, but up-
coming surveys with greater sensitivity and higher cadence
(e.g., ZTF, BlackGem, LSST) may verify or rule out our
predictions.
We predict wave heating to increase the luminosity of
the resulting SN due to the inflated progenitor radius. An-
alytic scalings predict plateau luminosities of (Popov 1993;
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Kasen & Woosley 2009; Sukhbold et al. 2016)
Lp ∝ E5/6SN M−1/2env R2/3 (10)
and plateau durations
tp ∝ E−1/6SN M1/2envR1/6 , (11)
where ESN is the SN explosion energy, Menv is the envelope
mass, and R is the pre-SN stellar radius. Hence, we expect
the plateau duration to be insensitive to wave heating, but
the SN luminosity may be significantly larger (L∝R2/3) for
the same explosion energy. Alternatively, the larger progen-
itor radii (by a factor of ∼ 2) of our models would require
smaller explosion energies, all else being equal.
4.4 Rayleigh-Taylor Instabilities
The density profiles shown in Figure 11 are unrealistic be-
cause of multi-dimensional effects, in particular because of
the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (RTI) that will exist real
stars. RTI can operate when pressure and density gradients
have the opposite sign (Chandrasekhar 1961; Duffell 2016),
for instance, in massive star atmospheres where density in-
versions predicted by 1D models are altered by RTI (Jiang
et al. 2015, 2016). In our case, RTI will occur at the surface
of the wind-blown bubble during O-burning. The interface
between the inflated cavity (high pressure, low density) and
overlying envelope (low pressure, high density) will give rise
to RTI which will likely act to smooth the density profiles
shown in Figure 11. The mixing produced by RTI may allow
more envelope material to mix downward into the heating
region, and allow more heated material to mix upward into
the envelope. The net effect on the RSG envelope structure
is unclear, but the very large and low density cavities in Fig-
ure 11 will likely shrink and increase in density. Nonetheless,
the envelope density profile may be strongly altered by wave
heating during O-burning.
4.5 Caveats
Because this is one of the first investigations of the hydro-
dynamic/observational details of wave-driven heating, there
are a number of uncertainties and caveats that must be con-
sidered.
4.5.1 Wave Excitation
Probably the largest uncertainty in our calculations is the
amplitude and spectrum of gravity waves excited by con-
vection in nuclear burning zones. We have approximated
the gravity waves as monochromatic in both temporal and
horizontal wavenumber (one frequency and spherical har-
monic index `) which is clearly a gross simplification. If
the waves are excited to lower amplitudes (e.g., because
we have calculated Lwave at an inappropriate location) or
higher amplitudes (e.g., because wave luminosity scales as
M5/8con as suggested by Lecoanet & Quataert 2013), the wave
heating effects will be significantly altered, as demonstrated
by the reduced and enhanced wave efficiency factors η in
Figures 5, 8, and 11. The wave frequency spectrum excited
by convection is not well understood, as Goldreich & Ku-
mar (1990); Lecoanet & Quataert (2013); Lecoanet et al.
(2015) argue for excitation at ωwave ∼ ωcon due to bulk
Reynolds stresses, while Rogers et al. (2013) argues for ex-
citation via plume incursion that adds a substantial high
frequency (ωwave > ωcon) tail to the spectrum. If our esti-
mates of wave frequencies are too high/low, then we have
likely over/underestimated the fraction of wave energy that
heats the envelope (fesc, equation 5) because high/low fre-
quency waves are less/more subject to neutrino damping
and usually have a higher/lower transmission coefficient into
the envelope (see Appendix B). Finally, if waves are mostly
excited at higher angular wavenumbers than ` = 1, heating
rates will be substantially reduced because higher angular
wavenumbers are more strongly damped and have smaller
transmission coefficients.
4.5.2 Convection and Radiative Transfer
Our one dimensional simulations implement MLT for con-
vective energy transport, and the diffusion approximation
for radiative energy transport. The former approximation is
calibrated for stars in hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium,
which is not the case in the outflowing near-Eddington en-
velope of our models. In the wave heating region, we have
utilized acceleration-limited convective velocities (see Ap-
pendix A), with a maximum acceleration of the mixing
length velocity equal to the local gravitational accelera-
tion, g. However, if it can accelerate faster, convection at
the base of the hydrogen envelope could carry more wave
heat outward because the maximum convective luminosity
Lmax = 2pir
2ρc3s  Lheat. We have performed experiments
without limiting convective acceleration, finding the pres-
sure wave launched during Ne burning and the final stel-
lar radius are only are weakly affected. However, during O
burning, convection carries most of the wave energy out-
ward from the heating region, causing the star to reach much
higher surface luminosities of & 106 L. The wave-inflated
cavity still exists but is smaller and less evacuated. A better
understanding of convection’s ability to respond to sudden
heating is needed for robust predictions of the stellar lumi-
nosity and density evolution.
In addition to affecting the background envelope struc-
ture, the use of MLT will affect the luminosity during the
pressure wave breakout. It is not immediately clear how to
treat convective energy transport in the regime where bulk
velocities are a significant fraction of the sound speed. We
have experimented with different treatments of convection
(e.g., limiting maximum convective velocities), finding they
produce modest quantitative alterations of our results but
do not change the basic picture. The use of the diffusion ap-
proximation may also produce errors in our predicted pres-
sure wave breakout luminosity evolution, which we hope to
re-examine in future work.
4.5.3 Rotation and Flows
We have ignored effects of rotation in this preliminary anal-
ysis, which is justified in the slowly rotating stellar enve-
lope. Rotation could significantly affect wave excitation and
propagation in the core if its rotation rate is comparable to
wave angular frequencies, but late stage core rotation rates
are poorly constrained. Rapid core rotation will probably
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not eliminate wave heating because it is difficult to suppress
both prograde and retrograde waves with reasonable rota-
tion profiles, although the wave heating efficiency could be
reduced.
In this work we did not include background flows
in equations governing wave propagation, even though we
showed that waves can generate supersonic flows within the
stellar envelope. Our approximation is valid during core Ne
burning when induced velocities are small compared to wave
group velocities. During core O burning, however, some wave
energy damps in regions where flow velocities are compara-
ble to the sound speed (e.g., near 10R in Figure 10). Such
flows will alter wave propagation/dissipation, but we leave
this for future work in light of the additional effects of shock
formation and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities that will also al-
ter flow velocities (see below).
4.5.4 Nonlinear Effects
All calculations in this work assume wave amplitudes are
small enough for linear wave physics to apply, which may be
reasonable because wave amplitudes in our models are never
in the strongly non-linear regime krξr & 1, with kr the ra-
dial wavenumber and ξr the radial displacement. However,
non-linear coupling and instabilities are known to operate
at smaller amplitudes (see e.g., Weinberg & Quataert 2008)
in various contexts. Ro & Matzner 2016 showed that non-
linear effects will cause acoustic waves to damp after steep-
ening into shocks rather than linear diffusion as calculated
here, although we argued in Section 2 that this is unlikely to
fundamentally change our results. If non-linear coupling in
the g mode cavity is able to prevent waves from being trans-
mitted into the envelope, this could suppress wave heating,
and we encourage future investigation of this possibility.
4.6 Magnetic Fields
Background magnetic fields may be important in some stars.
We do not expect them to greatly alter the envelope dynam-
ics where the waves are acoustic in nature and the flow ve-
locities are mostly radial. However, sufficiently strong mag-
netic fields can prevent gravity wave propagation in the core
(Fuller et al. 2015a). Such fields would likely confine wave
energy to the core of the star and prevent wave heating out-
bursts. We discuss this possibility in Appendix C.
4.7 Binaries
Binary interactions may contribute to pre-SN mass loss
(Chevalier 2012) but need to be finely tuned to occur in the
final years of evolution. It might be possible, however, for
the combination of wave heating and binary interactions to
produce IIn SNe in a small fraction of RSGs. If the RSG has
been partially stripped of its H-envelope, wave heat will be
concentrated in a smaller amount of mass and larger ejection
speeds may be possible. Furthermore, outburst luminosities
in stripped stars will be much larger due the smaller thermal
time of the envelope (Fuller 2017, in prep). Finally, envelope
inflation via waves could induce a common envelope event
for an appropriately placed binary companion, potentially
ejecting more mass at larger speeds and creating a IIn event
(Mcley & Soker 2014).
4.8 Relation to other Theories of Pre-SN
Outbursts
The notable feature of wave-driven outbursts is its gener-
ality: it can occur in low-mass (M< 20M) stars that are
the most common SNe progenitors. Below, we discuss other
mass-loss mechanisms that have been proposed, but note
that many are restricted to small regions of SN progenitor
parameter space or do not yet yield quantitative predictions.
One possible mechanism for pre-SN outbursts is insta-
bilities during late stage (C/Ne/O) convective shell burning.
In a series of papers (Meakin & Arnett 2006, 2007a,b; Ar-
nett et al. 2008; Arnett & Meakin 2011; Smith & Arnett
2014; Cristini et al. 2016), Meakin, Arnett, and collabora-
tors have investigated the properties of convection during
late phase (carbon shell burning and beyond) nuclear burn-
ing. They find that the convective burning shells exhibit
some interesting properties not predicted by mixing length
theory (therefore not typically implemented in 1D stellar
evolution codes), such as entrainment and energy genera-
tion rate fluctuations. However, it remains unknown whether
convective fluctuations can grow large enough to produce
any detectable effect at the stellar surface, nor is it clear
what the observational signature would be and how often
this process should occur.
Murphy et al. (2004) examined linear instabilities dur-
ing late burning phases, finding no instabilities growing fast
enough to produce large effects. Woosley & Heger (2015)
showed that degenerate Si-burning flashes in '10M stars
could produce shock waves that eject part of the stellar enve-
lope, which may account for some fraction of IIn SNe. Addi-
tionally, pair instabilities in very massive stars (M & 60M)
may produce some outbursts and interacting SNe (Woosley
2017), but again the rarity of these events and distinct light
curve features makes them unlikely to be responsible for
most type IIn SNe. Heger et al. (1997) and Yoon & Cantiello
(2010) show that envelope pulsational growth rates increase
after core helium depletion, potentially driving a superwind
during the last tens of thousands of years of a star’s life, al-
though this theory cannot explain very high (>10−3M/yr)
mass loss rates in the last years of a star’s life (except per-
haps in very massive stars, Moriya & Langer 2015). Mass
loss can be triggered by the loss of gravitational binding en-
ergy due to neutrino emission (Moriya 2014), but this can
only occur for stars extremely close to the Eddington limit
and can only yield M˙ >10−3M/yr during the last ∼month
of the star’s life.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have modeled the evolution of a 15M red supergiant
(RSG) model in the final decades before core-collapse, ac-
counting for energy transport by convectively excited waves.
Our goal was to determine whether wave energy transport
can affect the pre-supernova (SN) structure of the star or
produce pre-SN outbursts as suggested by Quataert & Sh-
iode (2012); Shiode & Quataert (2014). We used the MESA
stellar evolution code (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) to
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model the effect of wave heating on the stellar structure,
implementing its 1D hydrodynamical capabilities to capture
shocks and outflows resulting from wave heating.
During late nuclear burning phases (core Ne and O
burning in particular), convective luminosities of Lcon ∼
1010 L will excite gravity waves which carry energy fluxes
of Lwave ∼ 2×107 L. We calculate that much of this en-
ergy will be transmitted into acoustic waves that prop-
agate out of the core and into the envelope, carrying a
flux of Lheat∼107 L. The acoustic waves damp into ther-
mal energy near the base of the hydrogen envelope due to
the large drop in density at that location. In our models,
wave heating during core Ne burning launches a pressure
wave that propagates toward the stellar surface, steepen-
ing into a weak shock that creates a mild outburst ∼1 yr
before core-collapse. The outburst is dim by SN standards
(L∼3×105 L, Figure 8), and ejects a small amount of mass
(Mej . 1M) at low velocities (v . 50 km/s, Figure 11).
In our models, wave heating during core O burning
drives a wind off the surface of the He core, inflating a low
density bubble that gradually lifts off the overlying H en-
velope. However, we expect Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities to
strongly modify these dynamics, potentially leading to an-
other outburst during O burning. Regardless, the H envelope
can be significantly inflated, with a non-hydrostatic density
profile differing from prior expectations.
We do not expect wave heating to lead to very luminous
type IIn SNe in “normal” M .20M RSG progenitors be-
cause the modest amount of ejected mass is confined at small
distances (.1015 cm) from the RSG. However, we find wave
heating is a compelling mechanism to produce flash ionized
type II-P/II-L SNe (e.g., Khazov et al. 2016; Yaron et al.
2017) showing emission lines in early spectra. The altered
density structure will affect the resulting SN luminosity, po-
tentially producing an early peak or a more II-L-like light
curve, contributing to the diversity of type II SNe.
The physics of wave-driven outbursts is rich, involving
complex hydrodynamic processes spanning nearly 20 orders
of magnitude in density. Our results are thus subject to
numerous caveats discussed in Section 4.5 that can be im-
proved with future work. It will also be necessary to examine
wave heating in other SN progenitors (e.g., different stellar
masses, metallicities, rotation rates, binarity, degree of en-
velope stripping, etc.) to understand how wave-driven out-
bursts contribute to the enormous diversity of core-collapse
SNe.
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APPENDIX A: MASSIVE STAR MODELS
WITH MESA
A1 Evolving to Carbon Burning
We created stellar models using the MESA stellar evolution
code (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015), version 9393. Our
model evolution proceeded in three steps. First, we evolved
a 15M model from the main sequence to just before the on-
set of core carbon burning. Most model settings are default
values, and the models are non-rotating with Z = 0.02.
One notable change is to add a significant amount of
overshooting to our models via the inlist setting
overshoot_f_above_nonburn_core = 0.025
overshoot_f0_above_nonburn_core = 0.01
and using the same overshoot/undershoot values for H,He,
and Z core/shell burning. This corresponds to an exponen-
tial overshoot parameter of fov ' 0.015. We use the following
mass-loss prescription settings:
hot_wind_scheme = ’Dutch’
cool_wind_RGB_scheme = ’Dutch’
cool_wind_AGB_scheme = ’Dutch’
RGB_to_AGB_wind_switch = 1d-4
Dutch_scaling_factor = 0.8
This model has He core mass MHe = 5.38M and total
mass M = 12.31M at the onset of carbon burning. The
helium core mass is somewhat larger than models not in-
cluding overshoot, and make our model behave like a slightly
more massive star compared to some other stellar evolution
codes.
We add a small amount of element diffusion (compa-
rable to what has been asteroseismicly inferrred, Moravveji
et al. 2015) to our models to slightly smooth sudden com-
position/density jumps, which produce large (possibly un-
physical) spikes in the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency N , using
set_min_D_mix = .true.
min_D_mix = 1d2
Additionally, we restrict changes in composition at each
timestep due to nuclear burning with
dX_div_X_limit_min_X = 1d-5
dX_div_X_limit = 1d-1
dX_nuc_drop_min_X_limit = 3d-5
dX_nuc_drop_limit = 3d-3
which helps ensure more accurate composition profiles as
nuclear burning processes begin and end within the core.
This helps prevent the occurrence of, e.g., unphysical vio-
lent burning flashes when Ne ignites due to residual unburnt
carbon.
We add wave heating (described below) throughout the
entire evolution, however the wave energy is totally negli-
gible (orders of magnitude below the surface luminosity) at
all points proceeding carbon burning.
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A2 Preparing for Hydrodynamics
Before the onset of carbon burning, we save a model as our
basepoint for the evolutions presented in this paper. We then
load and run this model, with the following star_job com-
mand:
relax_initial_tau_factor=.true.
relax_to_this_tau_factor=1d-4
dlogtau_factor=.1
which allows the model to evolve material above the photo-
sphere out to an optical depth τ = 10−4. After relaxation, we
evolve the model with a maximum timestep of one year for
twenty-five models, the small timestep assuring the model
is very close to hydrostatic equilibrium.
A3 Running with Hydrodynamics
After relaxing our model, we turn on the hydrodynamics
capabilities of MESA with
change_initial_v_flag = .true.
change_v_flag = .true.
new_v_flag = .true.
This introduces a very small transient in surface temper-
ature and luminosity, but we caution that a non-relaxed
model may exhibit much larger transients and struggle con-
verge when hydrodynamics are first turned on.
At the outer boundary of our model, we let mass
flow outward by removing it below a density of ρmin =
2×10−14 g/cm3 to avoid equation of state problems for mat-
ter at lower densities
remove_surface_by_density = 2d-14
repeat_remove_surface_for_each_step = .true.
although none of our models actually reach outer boundary
densities this small.
We use the following settings to limit the convective
energy transport via MLT in MESA:
mlt_accel_g_theta = 1
min_T_for_acceleration_limited_conv_velocity=0d0
max_T_for_acceleration_limited_conv_velocity=1d11
max_conv_vel_div_csound = 1d0
The first three commands limit the changes in convective
velocities/fluxes due to sudden developments of temperature
gradients, e.g., in the wave heating region or near shocks.
Failure to limit convective velocities will allow convection
to transport energy toward the surface and across shocks
at unphysically large rates. This prescription may not be
optimal, but is more realistic than allowing instantaneous
increases in convective fluxes.
The following commands control the hydro equations
and boundary conditions solved at each timestep
use_ODE_var_eqn_pairing=.true.
use_dvdt_form_of_momentum_eqn=.true.
use_dPrad_dm_form_of_T_gradient_eqn=.true.
use_compression_outer_BC=.true.
use_T_Paczynski_outer_BC = .true.
We find these outer boundary conditions to be fairly sta-
ble. Experiments with other boundary conditions appear to
produce similar results, but are much more likely to cause
the code to crash or to produce unphysical jumps in surface
temperature, especially when a shock is propagating near
the photosphere.
Spatial gridding and error tolerances are adjusted with
the following controls
okay_to_remesh = .true.
min_dq=1d-14
log_tau_function_weight=50
log_kap_function_weight=50
R_function_weight = 50
newton_iterations_limit=9
iter_for_resid_tol2=6
tol_residual_norm1=1d-8
tol_max_residual1=1d-7
tiny_corr_coeff_limit=999999
newton_itermin_until_reduce_min_corr_coeff=999999
It is necessary to adjust the grid weights, otherwise very low
density regions above the photosphere and within the empty
cavity during O-burning are not well-resolved.
During core O-burning, an instability develops within
the supersonic wind at the base of the H-envelope. The in-
stability appears to stem from the sonic point of the flow,
such that the flow below the sonic point is smooth, but large
velocity/density inhomogeneities develop above. Although
radial and nonradial instabilities may exist (Shaviv 1999,
2001), we believe the instability in MESA is a numerical
artifact, because it is largely suppressed in the absence of
convection. In our runs, we prevent convection at this sonic
point by adding the following command to MESA’s MLT
module:
if ((abs(s% v_start(k))) >= 5d6)
max_conv_vel = 0d0
end if
which prevents convection in regions with velocities larger
than 50 km/s. Convection can still operate near the surface
where velocities are typically smaller than this limit. We
have performed simulations with and without this fix, and
it does not appear to strongly affect the development of the
wind, except that using the fix prevents the formation of
internal shocks within the wind and allows the code to run
much faster. We defer a more detailed analysis because the
entire wind configuration will likely be altered by RTI as
discussed in Section 4.4.
Finally, we add a small amount of numerical viscos-
ity beginning during O-burning (after the Ne pressure wave
breakout):
viscosity_factor = 1d-4
This helps the code run faster in the presence of strong
shocks that can develop at interfaces between the wave-
driven wind and overlying envelope.
APPENDIX B: WAVE PROPAGATION
Here we derive the fraction of wave energy which is able to
tunnel into the envelope and dissipate into thermal energy.
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B1 Wave Damping via Neutrinos
The wave entropy perturbation per unit mass due to neu-
trinos is (Unno et al. 1989)
iωTδSν = ν
[(
∂ ln ν
∂ lnT
)
ρ
δT
T
+
(
∂ ln ν
∂ ln ρ
)
T
δρ
ρ
]
. (B1)
Here, ν is the neutrino cooling rate per unit mass, the terms
in parentheses are its partial derivatives with respect to tem-
perature and density, and δT and δρ are the Lagrangian
perturbations in temperature and density produced by the
wave. The energy loss rate (when integrating over a wave
cycle) per unit mass is then
δν = δT
dδS
dt
= ν
δT
T
[(
∂ ln ν
∂ lnT
)
ρ
δT
T
+
(
∂ ln ν
∂ ln ρ
)
T
δρ
ρ
]
. (B2)
Now, in the nearly adiabatic limit of interest, the tem-
perature perturbation is
δT
T
=
Γ1∇ad
c2s
(
rω2ξ⊥ − gξr
)
. (B3)
where the thermodynamic quantities have their usual mean-
ing, ξr is the radial wave displacement, and ξ⊥ is the hor-
izontal displacement. Essentially all of the wave neutrino
losses occur in the radiative core where the waves are well
approximated as WKB gravity waves. For gravity waves,
ξr ∼ ωξ⊥/N ∼ ωcsξ⊥/g, and ω  cs/r. Therefore, the sec-
ond term in equation B3 dominates, and
δT
T
' Γ1∇adg
c2s
ξr . (B4)
Additionally, neutrino loss rates are usually much more sen-
sitive to temperature than density, so the first term in brack-
ets in equation B2 dominates. The energy loss rate via neu-
trinos is then
δν ' Γ
2
1∇2adg2
N2c4s
ω2ξ2⊥
(
∂ ln ν
∂ lnT
)
ρ
ν . (B5)
For gravity waves, the wave energy per unit mass is ε '
ω2ξ2⊥. So the wave energy damping rate per unit time is
γν =
δν
ε
' Γ
2
1∇2adg2
N2c4s
(
∂ ln ν
∂ lnT
)
ρ
ν . (B6)
B2 Wave Tunneling into the Envelope
Calculating the wave energy flux tunneling into the envelope
as acoustic waves is not straightforward because there may
be multiple evanescent zones separating the generated waves
from the envelope. Additionally, wave energy may damp out
via neutrinos along the way. Thus, it is important to keep
track of where wave energy builds up and how fast it damps
out.
To calculate the amount of energy tunneling into the en-
velope, we can treat the star as a series of wave cavities sep-
arated by intervening evanescent regions. Within each wave
cavity, the wave energy flux is conserved unless damping pro-
cesses operate. At each evanescent region, only a fraction T 2
of the incident wave energy is able to tunnel through, where
T 2 is the squared transmission coefficient of the evanescent
region, which is approximately equal to (Unno et al. 1989)
T 21,2 = exp
(
− 2
∫ r2
r1
|kr|dr
)
(B7)
where r1 and r2 are the radial boundaries of the evanescent
region, and the radial wavenumber is
k2r =
(
N2 − ω2
)(
L2l − ω2
)
ω2c2s
. (B8)
Note that kr is imaginary in evanescent zones. In the limit
of a thin evanescent region, equation B7 needs to be slightly
modified (Takata 2016), although we shall see below that
thick evanescent regions dominate the wave trapping.
In a steady state, the amount of energy entering and
exiting each wave cavity is equal. The energy transfer rate
from cavity 1 to cavity 2 through an evanescent region from
r1 to r2 is
E˙1,2 =
T 21,2
2t1
E1 (B9)
where E1 is the wave energy within cavity 1 and t1 =
∫
dr/vg
is the wave crossing time across cavity 1. Similarly, the en-
ergy transfer rate from cavity 2 to cavity 1 from r2 to r1
is
E˙2,1 =
T 21,2
2t2
E2 (B10)
where we have used the fact that T 21,2 = T
2
2,1. The steady-
state approximation is justified by the fact that the wave
crossing timescales in the core of the star are typically much
smaller than the nuclear burning timescales.
Consider the cavity (labeled as cavity 1) overlying the
wave generation region, which has a wave energy input
Lwave. We will also consider damping processes within cavity
1 such that the energy loss to wave damping is E˙1,damp =
E1γ1. Then balancing energy input and energy losses for
cavity 1 yields
Lwave + E˙2,1 = E˙1,2 + E1γ1 . (B11)
In our problem, neutrino damping is always largest closest
to the wave generation site (cavity 1) where temperature
and density are highest, so we ignore damping in overlying
cavities. The net energy flux through overlying cavities is
then Lheat = Lwave − E˙1,damp, and our goal is to calculate
Lheat. The energy balance for cavity 2 is
Lwave − E1γ1 + E˙3,2 = E˙2,3 , (B12)
and a similar equation holds for overlying cavities. Rear-
ranging equation B12,
E2
2t2
=
1
T 22,3
[
Lheat + E˙3,2
]
, (B13)
and substituting into equation B11, we have
Lheat +
T 21,2
T 22,3
[
Lheat + E˙3,2
]
= E˙1,2 . (B14)
We can perform a similar procedure to substitute in for E˙3,2
and all overlying cavities up to cavity n, with the boundary
condition of no wave flux entering from above, E˙n+1,n = 0.
Then we have
Lheat + LheatT
2
1,2
n∑
2
1
T 2n,n+1
= E˙1,2 . (B15)
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Now, using E1γ1 = Lwave − Lheat, we have
Lheat + LheatT
2
1,2
n∑
2
1
T 2n,n+1
=
Lwave − Lheat
2γ1t1
T 21,2 . (B16)
which can be rewritten as
Lheat = Lwave
[
1 + 2γ1t1
n∑
1
T−2n,n+1
]−1
. (B17)
Equation B17 is the desired result, it allows us to com-
pute the wave energy escaping into the envelope, Lheat rel-
ative to the wave energy input rate Lwave. All quantities on
the right hand side can be computed from the stellar struc-
ture. Terms with large transmission coefficients (T 2 ' 1)
should be replaced with the value T 2 → − ln(1−T 2) (Takata
2016). However, terms with small values of T 2 dominate the
sum in the right hand side of equation B17. In practice, the
thickest evanescent zone usually dominates the sum, which
can be well approximated by
Lheat = Lwave
[
1 +
2γ1t1
T 2min
]−1
, (B18)
where T 2min is the minimum transmission coefficient between
the side of wave generation in the core and wave dissipation
in the envelope. In our models, this evanescent zone is usu-
ally created by the convective He burning shell.
The value of γ1 accounts for damping throughout cavity
1. For neutrinos, the local damping rate is given by γν in
equation B6. Upon traversing cavity 1, the wave energy is
attenuated by a factor
fν = e
xν = exp
[
2
∫ r1+
r1−
γνdr
vg
]
= exp
[
2
∫ r1+
r1−
γν
√
l(l + 1)Ndr
ω2r
]
. (B19)
where vg ' ω2r/(
√
l(l + 1)N) is the radial group velocity
of gravity waves, and r1+ and r1− are the upper and lower
boundaries of cavity 1. Then the time-averaged damping
rate of the wave due to neutrino damping in cavity 1 is
γ1,ν =
1− f−1ν
2t1
' xν
2t1
. (B20)
The second equality arises from the fact that in our models
xν in equation B19 is small, and fν ' 1 + xν .
Additional damping can occur during shell burning
phases, when convectively excited waves tunnel into the ra-
diative core. In this case, the wave amplitudes near the cen-
ter of the star are large enough to induce non-linear wave
breaking (see Fuller et al. 2015b and references therein).
Thus, waves entering the central radiative region will be lost,
which could occur if the waves excited from shell convection
reflect from an overlying evanescent zone and then tunnel
back through the burning shell and into the core. This ef-
fect can be modeled as an additional source of damping in
cavity 1,
γ1,core =
T 2shell
2t1
, (B21)
where T 2shell is the transmission coefficient through the burn-
ing shell that excites the wave.
Accounting for both neutrino damping in cavity 1 and
wave tunneling into the core, the effective damping rate in
cavity 1 is γ1 = γ1,ν +γ1,core. Using equation B18, we arrive
at our final expression determining the wave flux entering
the envelope
Lheat = fescLwave =
[
1 +
T 2shell + xν
T 2min
]−1
Lwave , (B22)
In our stellar models, Lwave is calculated as described in
Section 2, Tshell is calculated from equation B7 (with the r
locations corresponding to the edge of the burning shell, and
Tshell = 0 for core burning phases), and xν is the integral
in the exponent of equation B19. Our code calculates the
transmission coefficients of all evanescent zones overlying the
wave generation zone, and Tmin is the minimum transmission
coefficient found in each model. Note that in the limit of no
damping in the core (xν = Tshell = 0), all of the wave energy
escapes into the envelope.
B3 Wave Damping via Radiative Diffusion
Away from evanescent regions, waves are well approximated
by the WKB limit, in which the wave damping rate is
L˙wave
Lwave
= γ = k2rK (B23)
where K is the thermal diffusivity
K =
16σSBT
3
3ρ2cpκ
(B24)
and σSB is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, T is temper-
ature, cp is specific heat at constant pressure, and κ is the
Rosseland mean opacity. We find radiative diffusion is only
important in the envelope of the stars where waves are well
approximated as WKB acoustic waves with kr = ω/cs. In
this limit, the waves travel at group speed vg = cs and we
can define a damping length ldamp = vg/γ = c
3
s/(ω
2K).
Then the waves damp after traversing a mass Mdamp =
4piρr2ldamp, which evaluates to
Mdamp =
4piρr2c3s
ω2K
=
3piρ3r2c3scpκ
4σSBω2T 3
. (B25)
Equating Mdamp with a the mass in one scale height roughly
reproduces the damping criterion of equation 7 of Quataert
& Shiode (2012).
As waves propagate upward, they damp out at a rate
dLwave
dM
= − Lwave
Mdamp
. (B26)
In our numerical implementation, after calculating the frac-
tion of energy escaping into the envelope as acoustic waves,
we damp out wave energy such that the decrease in wave
luminosity Lwave across a cell of mass ∆m is
∆Lwave = −Lwave∆m
Mdamp
. (B27)
The corresponding amount of heat added to the cell per unit
mass per unit time is thus
heat =
Lwave
Mdamp
. (B28)
The most important feature of equation B25 is its strong
dependence on density (other factors tend to somewhat can-
cel each other out). As waves propagate out of the core and
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into the envelope, the density drops by several orders of mag-
nitude just outside the helium core (see Figure 6). At this
location, the damping mass drops from a value that is orders
of magnitude larger than the interior mass to a value orders
of magnitude smaller than the exterior mass. This means
that waves are essentially undamped below this region, but
totally damped when they propagate into this region. The
waves tunneling out of the core will thus deposit all their
energy as heat near the base of the hydrogen envelope.
A simplification of our method is to ignore the wave
propagation time between excitation and damping. This ap-
proximation is reasonable because propagation time scales
to the base of the hydrogen envelope are hours to days,
whereas stellar evolution timescales are months to years for
waves excited during Ne/O burning. However, the propaga-
tion delay will need to be included to model wave heating
during late O-shell burning and Si burning, when wave prop-
agation times are comparable to evolution time scales.
APPENDIX C: EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC
FIELDS
Magnetic fields larger than a critical value (Fuller et al.
2015a; Lecoanet et al. 2017)
Bc ∼
√
piρ
2
ω2r
N
(C1)
will prevent gravity wave propagation in stably stratified re-
gions, converting gravity waves into Alfve´n-like waves, with
a slight dependence on magnetic field geometry. In Fig-
ure C1, we plot the value of Bc in our model during core
O-burning for the wave frequency ωwave = 5× 10−3. At this
stage, a magnetic field of B & 2×107 G in the radiative
C/O/Ne shell above the convective core would be sufficient
to suppress gravity wave propagation and alter wave heat-
ing. This magnetic flux is comparable to that found in young
pulsars, magnetic white dwarfs, and magnetic Ap/Bp stars,
and may plausibly exist in massive stellar cores.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to estimate core mag-
netic field strengths of massive stars. If magnetic fields gen-
erated during previous convective core burning phases sur-
vive beyond C-burning, they can account for the required
magnetic flux. There is evidence in lower mass stars that
core fields frequently survive after being generated by a
main sequence core dynamo (see discussion in Stello et al.
2016; Cantiello et al. 2016), although it is not clear whether
they would survive subsequent convective phases like those
in massive stars.
If strong core fields do exist, gravity wave energy will be
converted in Alfve´n wave energy within the core. The fate of
this energy is uncertain and depends on the global magnetic
field topology. However, we speculate field strengths will be
much smaller at larger mass coordinates with lower densi-
ties. This may cause Alfve´n waves to damp in the outer core
before reaching the hydrogen envelope. In this case, wave
heating energy will probably have a negligible affect on the
stellar structure due to the large binding energy of the core
relative to the wave energy, and a pre-SN outburst would be
suppressed.
10−3 10−2 10−1 100 101 102 103
r (R¯)
107
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B
c
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(
ω =5×10−3 s−1)
Figure C1. Minimum radial magnetic field strength Bc needed
to suppress convectively excited gravity waves of frequency
ωwave = 5×10−3 rad/s during core oxygen burning. In the radia-
tive core surrounding the oxygen burning shell, a field strength
Bc ∼ 2×107 G is required to suppress waves, a magnetic field
strength comparable to typical magnetic white dwarfs, and mag-
netic flux comparable to young pulsars.
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